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Abstract

This paper describes a working two-way speech-to-speech
translation system that runs in near real-time on a consumer
handheld computer. It can translate from English to Arabic and
Arabic to English in the domain of medical interviews.

We describe the general architecture and frameworks within
which we developed each of the components: HMM-based
recognition, interlingua translation (both rule and statistically
based), and unit selection synthesis.

1. Background
As an initial part of the DARPA Babylon project we were tasked
with building an interlingua-based two-way speech-to-speech
translation system on a small device in a language that our group
had no (significant) previous experience in. This required us to
solve three specific problems:

How to collect sufficient and appropriate data for trans-
lation, recognition, and synthesis, in the most efficient
way. Using foreign language experts we designed proto-
cols to define the translation domain and collect exam-
ples to allow an appropriate interlingua to be designed.

How to take advantage of both knowledge-based tech-
niques in defining an interlingua; and statistical tech-
niques, in learning the relationship between surface
forms and that interlingua; in such a way to make trans-
fer to new domains and languages efficient.

How to fit two recognizers, two synthesizers and a two-
way translation system on a device with only 40Mb of
available space and limited CPU power. This required
addressing engineering issues: lack of floating point sup-
port, synthesis database compression, efficient recogni-
tion decoding algorithm; as well as research issues in
model design for size and efficient access.

The end result is a working prototype on a Compaq iPaq which
can recognize, translate and synthesize bi-directionally between
two languages, English and Egyptian Arabic, and do so in a rea-
sonable time. Although this prototype is limited, it was aimed
at medical interviews, and deals with only many hundreds of
sentence types, it shows the feasibility of such a system.

This particular system was built over a period of six months,
using the tools and techniques we have developed over a num-
ber years in rapid development for speech-to-speech transla-
tions systems [1], [2].

2. Data Collection

The Arabic language was mostly new to this group. Although
we had some experience and resources from Tunisian Arabic
in recognition as part of the GlobalPhone project [3], we were
essentially starting in a new language. This was a good test of
our existing speech-to-speech translation framework.

The normal Arabic script does not include all vowels, al-
though there are diacritics which can be used to specify all vo-
calization, these only appear in childrens’ books and the Ko-
ran and do not appear in conventional text. Thus normal script
would be hard to use for speech processing. There are statis-
tical techniques (e.g. [4]) that can be used to predict vocal-
ization but it is much easier if we could use a script with all
vowels fully specified. There have been successful attempts to
do Arabic speech recognition without explicit vowels [5], but
for synthesis this would be much harder if actually possible.
Therefore because we are embedding this use of Arabic within
speech-to-speech translation where we control in the input and
output mechanisms we are in a position to stipulate that the
internal form may be a romanization which contains full vo-
calization. Transliterating from a romanized script into Arabic
script is easy (it involves removing information) so we can still
display the translation in Arabic script, but internally preserve
the vowel information. Others have noted this problem and we
based our romanization on the Arabic CallHome [6] romaniza-
tion, but made several refinements, from which phonetic forms
can be easily derived.

The second major issue was what dialect of Arabic to use.
Although there is a standard written form for Arabic, Modern
Standard Arabic, (MSA) this is not used for normal conversa-
tion. As we are specifically interested in spoken language trans-
lation we decided to chose a major spoken dialect for which
local experts were available. Thus we settled on Egyptian Ara-
bic.

There were three areas for which data had to be col-
lected: recognition, synthesis and translation. From an exist-
ing database of English medical expressions used for another
speech-to-speech translation system, Arabic foreign language
experts (FLE) hand translated each utterance into a number of
different paraphrases in Egyptian Arabic (up to 10 different ex-
amples). The FLEs were then asked to speak each of the utter-
ances. So that we collected recordings of some 7500 in-domain
utterances with romanized transcriptions.



3. Recognition
Speech Recognition is the most computationally expensive part
of the speech-to-speech translation process. Unless a decoder is
specially designed to run on a PDA platform which has limited
memory bandwidth and no floating point, the recognition will
likely be too slow for practical use.

Multimodal Technologies Inc, has been working on a small
footprint fast decoder HMM-based recognition for some years
and has had significant experience in working with multiple lan-
guages and speech-to-speech translation systems.

The audio input device on PDAs is not of high quality.
Given the size of the hardware it is common that the audio chan-
nel has lots of electrical noise from the power supply and moth-
erboard, thus recordings on these devices are not clean. Fur-
thermore in our experience the amount of noise that the audio
channel may differ from device to device. External digitizing
of audio might be an option in the long term, such as off-device
USB audio, or design of better shielding around the audio hard-
ware, but our goal was to use standard PDAs so such alternatives
were not available.

The acoustic models were bootstrapped from the Global-
Phone [3] Arabic collection as well as the recordings described
above. The data contains both male and female examples
though we have tested more with male speakers than female.

As the Speechalator is a domain-based translation system,
we want to use that advantage to constrain the recognition en-
gines. Rather than having a separate language model and sub-
sequent parser as we have done in other translation systems we
have built [7], we have integrated the parsing part of the system
within the recognizer language model. This allows the decoder
to be more efficient allowing us to deal with larger vocabularies
and more utterance types than we would be able to do other-
wise.

The final part of the recognition system is the adaptation to
the acoustic environment, and speaker. This is fairly standard
in most recognition engines and we adopt these techniques here
too.

4. Translation
Our translation uses an explicit language-independent inter-
lingua formalism, so that support of new languages can be
achieved without affecting existing supported languages. De-
sign of the interlingua formalism is not easy but we already have
experience in that area, [8].

Our interlingua representation is based on speaker intention
rather than literal meaning. The speaker’s intention is repre-
sented as a domain-independent speech act followed by domain
dependent concepts. We use the term domain action to refer to
the combination of a speech act with domain specific concepts.
Examples of domain actions and speech acts are shown in Fig-
ure 1. Domain actions are constructed compositionally from
an inventory of speech acts and an inventory of concepts. Spe-
cific information concerning predicate participants and objects
etc. is represented by arguments and values. The allowable
combinations of speech acts, concepts, arguments and values
are formalized in a human- and machine-readable specification
document.

Our initial system used an off-device interlingua to text gen-
eration system as the generator had not yet been ported to the
PDA device. This worked well, but given the network overhead,
was slower than we wished, but could deal with large grammars.

We took two parallel tracks to solve this, this first was to

I have a husband and two children ages two and eleven.

give-information+personal-data
(family=

spec=(conj=and,
(spouse, sex=male),
(offspring,
quantity=2,
age=(quantity=(conj=and,2,11)),

experiencer=i)

Do you have any pain in your arm?

request-information+experience+health-status
(health-status=pain,
body-location=arm,
experiencer=you)

I could examine your shoulder.

offer+give-medical-procedure+body-object
(who=i,
medical-procedure-spec=medical-examination,
body-object-spec=(whose=you, shoulder))

Figure 1: Examples of Speech Acts and Domain Actions

investigate porting the existing generator system to the PDA,
but as it was in C++ that was going to take time. The second
route was to use a statistical based translation mechanism.

Statistical machine translation has become more popular as
its performance has improved. Normally models are trained on
corpora of parallel text, with each utterance in one language
corresponding to a translation in the target language. This ba-
sic model however would remove the advantages of interlingua,
as conventional statistical MT techniques would require paral-
lel corpora for each language pair we wished to support. Thus
instead of having the two sides be textual utterances we used
a parallel corpora of interlingua representations and their real-
ization as textual utterances in the target language. This model
does introduce different problems, as the interlingua represen-
tation is effectively a tree structure. These techniques are rela-
tively new and will be published elsewhere. But because they
were successful and because we had an efficient implementa-
tion of the engine on the PDA, it was possible to use this engine
with the Speechalator and a fully untethered translation device.

Thus we have two methods, one solely on the device, and a
second clear method to cover much larger translation problem
if a wireless connect to a server is available.

Only basic evaluation was carried out on these generation
models, and this is still continuing work.

5. Synthesis
The speech synthesis was constructed by Cepstral, LLC using
techniques that allow high quality unit selection synthesis on
small footprint as demanded by the intended platform.

The English male voice (a female voice is also available)
offers clear speech in a command-like style. This voice had
been created for previous projects and was specifically designed
for delivery short dialog utterances such as would be needed in
this application.

The voice is a general speech synthesizer that can say any-
thing, and is not limited to a particular domain. At 11KHz,



a suitable sample rate for the PDA hardware, the voice plus the
language front end (including the lexicon) is about 9 megabytes.

The Arabic synthesizer was built specially for this project.
An initial test voice was built in the Festival Speech Synthesis
System [9]. This allowed a certain amount of tuning before a
small footprint delivery was attempted.

We used the romanization decided on for the recognizer and
translation engine, as predicting vowels in Arabic script is a
non-trivial problem. Using the generated list of translations cre-
ated for the translation part of the system we use a method as
described in [10] to select an optimal subset of these utterances
that best cover the acoustic phonetic space. Thus from a list
of around 7500 sentences we selected 666 sentences, 102 sen-
tences hand constructed to cover numbers, and 52 two general
greetings (for both male and female speakers).

One notable aspect of the building of an Arabic voice for
this system was that we found our native speaker slightly re-
luctant to have their voice used in a device that could later be
used by the military for unspecified use, potentially in their own
country. With the improvement in speech synthesis to the level
where the output voice is recognizable as the particular person
who recorded the database, we must be sensitive to the uses of
the system we build. Although we are very careful to explain to
all our voice talent what the consequences of recording a syn-
thesis voice are, people may not be fully aware until they see the
complete system. Because of this, we used a different speaker
for the final recordings.

Evaluation of speech synthesis is always hard but there are
simple diagnostic tests that can be run to identify problems in
the synthesizer. In this case we carried out three specific tests.
Based on the Diagnostic Rhyme Test [11], and Modified Rhyme
Test we constructed simple mono-syllabic words which differed
in one phonetic feature. For English this test typically includes
aspects like voicing, nasality, sustenation etc. We modified this
list for Arabic and included emphaticness to the class. A second
level test involved sentences that were not part of the recorded
database but still considered “in-domain”. The DRT/MRT and
in-domain sentences were then played to native Arabic speakers
and they were asked to mark any words which “sounded bad”
for any reason, a deliberately vague term. The results are as
follows show percentage of “good” words in the synthesized
utterances

DRT MRT Sentence
78.3 72.0 84.7

These numbers are comparable to English voices, of similar size
and degree of development.

6. System Integration
The aim of this work was to deliver two-way speech-to-speech
translation on a handheld. The original Babylon project inten-
tion was to use an updated platform that was currently used in
the one-way Phraselator system [12]. But as that platform was
not yet ready we decided to aim for a consumer off-the-shelf
(COTS) PDA.

From our experience in other project in delivering on lim-
ited hardware platforms we have felt it better to aim for the
intended hardware platform at the start rather than assume the
platform will improve of the length of the project.

Our first intention was to design a architecture that would
allow component to reside either on the device itself or on ex-
ternal servers accessed through a wireless link. Although the
ultimate result should not rely on wireless links to server, this

architecture would allow us develop and test the components
before they were ported to the PDA itself.

Cepstral and Multimodal Technologies had already spent
significant effort in produce speech synthesizers and speech rec-
ognizers respectively, that were optimized for the StrongARM
platform. The process available on most PDAs today is the
StrongARM SA1110 (206MHz) or the XScale, used directly as
a StrongARM replacement. Neither of these processors are par-
ticularly fast and neither offer floating point. Although floating
point instructions can be emulated this is far too slow for core
functions. Although the Arabic speech models were built just
for this projects, and the English speech models were adapted,
it was necessary to have already developed the core engines and
related model building systems before hand in order to delivery
a full two way system in a new language in such a short time.

The engines used for interlingua translation had not yet
been ported to Windows CE. Thus at first we used a wireless
connection between the PDA and a Linux server to provide the
interlingua-to-text part of the both the English and Arabic gen-
eration. We later replaced this with an on-device statistical gen-
erator that was computationally light enough to run on the de-
vice itself. That this statistical generation could be run on the
device was not because statistical generation is inherently more
less computationally intensive than the rule based generator but
that the statistical generator was developed with a port of Win-
dows CE in mind.

The parser part of the system was moved into the recognizer
so that the parsing restrictions could better constrain recogni-
tion. On such a limited device efficient recognition is important
and linking the ASR decoder with a strong appropriate language
model is a good thing to do.

The whole system was built as a single binary, being the
best use of the process model under Windows CE. Each module
maps in its appropriate language data files. Although at present
we only have examples in English and Arabic there is nothing
language specific in the basic engines.

At run time the system uses around 28Mb of memory and
hence can comfortably run on a 64Mb PDA. However as the
run-time memory and the storage memory are distinct on most
PDAs we also need a separate storage card installed to hold
the system (about 30Mb). We have been using Compaq (HP)
iPaq 3800 series machines (StrongARM 206MHz) and 3900
series machines (XScale 400MHz) for basic development but
also have ported the system to the Dell Axim and the one-way
Phraselator hardware. The Dell Axim (XScale 300MHz) has
only 32Mb, but we found the system ran well, though slower
than on 64Mb machines.

7. Performance
We have not yet, at this stage in the project, been able to run
formal evaluation tests, though throughout the six months that
the project was active we did carry out component-based tests.

The whole system (running in unthethered mode) takes
around 2-3 seconds to translate a typical utterance from when
the speaker stops speaking, to when the system starts speaking
the translation. Thus, the performance can be said to be just over
real-time. However, recognition can take 1-2 seconds longer in
adverse acoustic environments.

In spite of PDAs having poor audio input hardware the sys-
tem works well in various environments, including offices and
outside. Though in some harsher environments the system ca-
pability improves if given a few utterances to adapt to. We have
found that in environments with lots of human speech around,



such as bars and restaurants, performance goes down.

In informal tests we have found a greater than 80% accu-
racy.

The system is set up for the domain of medical interviews,
and has only basic vocabulary for greetings and numbers out-
side that domain. Although there is shared coverage it is assume
that the English speaker is a doctor and the Arabic speaker is the
patient.

Although difficult to fully quantify the coverage, for En-
glish the language model covers many hundreds of sentence
types, with as many as dozens of possible variations, such as
diseases, ailments and body parts. The Arabic side is more con-
strained, but still deals with a few hundred sentence types.

8. User Interface

Arabic input Screen
Speechalator snapshot

The user interface is simple, but still requires the users to
know something about the operation of the machine. There is
a push-to-talk button, and the recognized utterance is displayed
the upper window. The second window then displays the trans-
lation as it is spoken. The utterance may be repeated at the
press of a button. The input language may be change pressing
another button. The display uses the native character script for
the language that is to be recognized.

There are however usability issues with such a system
which we have not yet addressed. We currently have no ex-
plicit way of instructing a non-English speaking person in how
to use the device. In close conversation the audio output vol-
ume is adequate but in larger groups or outside more volume is
required than the standard PDA speaker can deliver.

9. Summary
This paper describes a two-way speech-to-speech translation
system that runs on a conventional PDA. It translates from En-
glish to Arabic and Arabic to English in the medical domain.
The system was build over a period of about 6 months. Al-
though we built upon existing engines and techniques, the Ara-
bic language aspects of this work were all carried out within the
course of the 6 months.
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